Complications After Facial Injections With Permanent Fillers: Important Limitations and Considerations of MRI Evaluation.
Soft-tissue fillers have become more prevalent for facial augmentation in the last 2 decades, even though complications of permanent fillers can be challenging to treat. An investigative imaging tool could aid in assessing the nature and extent of these complications when clinical findings are ambiguous. The authors analyzed the value of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in the assessment of delayed-onset complications after injection of patients with permanent fillers. Thirty-two patients with complications related to facial fillers were evaluated in this prospective cohort study. Their medical history was documented, and MRI was conducted before treatment of the complications. Radiologists were informed of the injection sites but were blinded to the results of other clinical evaluations. Levels of agreement between clinical and radiologic findings were calculated with the Jaccard similarity coefficient. A total of 107 site-specific clinicoradiologic evaluations were analyzed. The level of agreement was assessed as strong for deposits without complications and noninflammatory nodules (combined 85%), moderate for abscesses (60%), fair for low-grade inflammations (32%), and slight for migrations (9%). Results from the MRI examinations aided in subsequent treatment decisions in 11% of cases. Study results show that MRI may be useful for diagnosing complications associated with fillers that have migratory potential, for depiction of the extent of deposits before treatment, and for follow-up of low-grade inflammation and abscesses after surgery. 3.